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The Av-Gas Supply . . . Outlook Troubled
By Patricia J. Estes
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NDAA members weren't pro-

Koval t6ld the group that
Texaco takes its obligation to

av-gas to the aviation inmised any rose garden, as the supply
dustry
seriously. The company 25-. _
song goes. when a panel
a program of phasing .VP
not.in
is
for
lies
discussed av-gas supp
out
this
product
as it is in phasthe '8Os at the association's
in the
January convention in Bismarck. However, the picture

ing out motor fuel
Midwest.
However, av-gas
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while one of concern wasn't all specialized product withis lowa
gloom and doom.
volume sales and its manufacThe four member panel con-

sisted of N.D. Aeronautics ed
turegas.
is similar
to thatitofends
unleadTherefore
up

Commissioner Harold Vavra, competing in manufacture
with
Lawrence McCabe, assistant
gas.
d
ade
unle
artdirector' of Minnesota Dep
Airline deregulation placed
ment of Transportation (DOT),
Ted Campbell, local division even more pressure on the supmanager with Texaco and ply and delivery system of avJames Koval, a Texaco ex- gas, he noted.
The closest Texaco refinery
ecutive in International sales in
the White Plains, N.Y. Texaco of av-gas for North Dakota
· users is in Illinois. This causes
headquarters.

distribution

problems

and

while Texaco wants to assure

the customer of a steady sup-

m

ply, it is not easily done. Texaco
does hope to supply North
Dakota as long as possible.
In the '8Os, he continued, pro-

duet cost will increase and this

must be passed on by Texaco to
v~ the consumers. Adequate
return to Texaco is a- must in
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, order for research into alternate fuels and, other energy
solutions to continue.
If the aviation industry has
needs, so does the fuel industry.
1 One thing needed, according to
this Texaco executive, is less
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Harold Vavra

government regulations.

While aviation products are

not
under governme reguthislations, motor fuels arent and
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James Koval

affects all fuels directly or in-

directly.
More

people

need

to

be

stimulated into manufacturing

av-gasoline. If an economic incentive is there, pe6ple will

enter into that manufacturing
enterprise.
Currently it is clear, Koval
continued, that the free market
must be.given .an opportunity to
operate. That. might lead to in-

centives for increased production.

,

New to the area, Campbell

shared some solutions under

study,in the Southeast part of
the country where he was

previously based.
The problems are similar and
solutions focus on pooling of
Continued on Page 4
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Elected

From Your President

William Beeks, Central Flying Service, Washburn was
elected NDAA president at the
January convention in Bis-

By Bill Beeks, NDAA President

As your new NDAA president I would like to. thank all of

the
you for the support you have given our organization over
nt note,

marck.
Other officers elected were:

years. I had hoped to start the year on a very pleasa
but I received bad news in the mail this morning and am do-

Vice-president Ron Ehlers,
Dickinson Air Service, Dickinson, ND; Treasurer Larry
Linrud, Tri-State Aviation,
Wahpeton, ND; Secretary Fred
Anderson, Aviation Services,
Inc., Minot, ND.
Immediate past president
Robert Odegaard, Odegaard
Aviation Inc., Kindred, ND,
will continue 'to serve on the
board and will represent NDAA

ing a complete rewrite.

I have a copy of the Federal Register, which I received
from the office.of Harold Vavra this morning. An organization called "Friends of the Earth" has petitioned the FAA
a
and the EPA for some regulation changes. The result is

situation that could very well put pesticide.applicators out of
business.
Their petition calls for 1,000 ft. buffer strips around the
target area in which written permission must be given by the

landowners or persons living in the 1,000 foot area. There is
also a point system set·up by which the FAA would be permit,
ted to suspend an operator's certificate. The EPA would

on the national board.
-

also, be required to change labeling of pesticides to conform
with the above mentioned buffer strips:
I have not had the time to completely study this petition

*
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an inother than to read it over. The board will be working on
er we
mann
this
In
depth study of the petition along with NAA.

CARBIDE

will be able to provide a united front in the defeat of regula
ne
tions that could put us all out of business. Comment deadliize
on the petition is April 15, 1980, so we do have time to organ

(AM CHEM)

our strategy.

Harry R. Johnson

112 N. Univ. Drive
Fargo, ND 58102

Mike Atkinson
2012 So. 16th
Moorhead, MN 56560
I
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The solo flight checkout by member Bob Woods. The plane was
designed and built by Executive Air Taxi Corp ., Bismarck .
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NDAA Board Meeting

From Your Secretary

The next meeting of the
NDAA Board is 3:00 p.m.
Thursday, March 13, at the
North Dakota Aero-

The 33rd annual meeting of the North Dakota Aviation
Association is now history.
We had a good meeting, but saw a great deal of

nautical

Commission

office at the Bismarck
Municipal Airport. All

members are welcome to
attend any board meeting.
Stop by if you are in the
area.

By Jack Daniels, NDAA Secretary

knowledge presented for too few people.

I for one was very disappointed in the turn out. We fell

short, by far, of the expected, and indeed, needed, attendance.

It is difficult to continue to push for benefits for the commercial aviation community in North Dakota when so few

work so hard for so many.

Wherd,are those who benefit when it is time for them to

guide and direct the efforts of the association?

Thank You
A number of sponsors provid-

ed coffee and breakfasts at the

January NDAA Convention.
Thanks for the coffee breaks
go to: Ostlund Chemical,
Grand Forks Insurance AgenCY, AGSCO and Aviation
Underwriting Specialists.
And thanks to these sponsors
of the breakfasts: American
Cyanimid, West Chem., Ostlund Chemical and Velsicol
plus your own Board of Direc-

tori

.

Adds New Service
Jamestown Aviation
Inc. has expanded its service according to Ben
Meier. He reports that a

helicopter tower business
has been added. Ratings

will be given in the near
future. Anyone interested

in a helicopter rating
should contact Jamestown
Aviation Inc., Box 427 or

call at 701-252-2150.

TASCO

AVIATION

( Piper & Lycoming Parts)

244 Fillmore Ave. E.
St. Paul, MN

To those' of you who ask, "What has the Association done
for me?", I submit what have you asked it to do for you?
If you cared two hoots, really, you would participate in

the associations activity and be fully aware of what it is doing
for you.
At the very least, it is preserving the integrity of the en-

vironment in which you live and work, assisting in the preservation of favorable laws and regulations under which you all
operate.
As I have said would happen, the other shoe has fallen.
Those of you who make a substantial portion of your living in

the use of agri-chemicals are in for one long war.

A vocal group called "Friends of the Earth", has petitioned the FAA and EPA to completely rewrite FAR 137 as
well as labeling laws. The result w6uld literally wipe out the

application of agri-chemicals by aircraft.

Last Monday's issue of the Federal Register brought

forth a package of proposed new rules that can make your
blood boil, hair stand on end and temper blow.

As more information and understanding of the basic
issues becomes apparent your NDAA officers will seek infor-

mation, ways to respond and ideas 6n how to cope with the

probledi.

The '*riends of the Earth" are after you agri-chemical
op@rators. If you care to stay in the business of aerial apr
plication of agri-chemicals you had best j6in NDAA and
NAAA and support their efforts to come out of this one with

the right to eat.

This proposal is the most extensive proposed rewrite of
FAR 137 since we, your association, and North Dakota
Aeronautics Commission director Harold Vavra wrote the

rule in 1966.

If you care enough, send your membership check for
$75.00 to: Larry Linrud. Treasurer. Box 820, Wahpeton, ND

58075.
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CIBA-GEIGY

2900 West Town Pkwy.

55107

Suite "G"

612-224-5788

MICK

LUMBY
February 1980
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West Des Moines, IA 50265

Jeff McHaney
4417 So. Lewis
Sioux Falls, SD 57103
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Robert P. Berg
215 Prairiewood Drive
Fargo, ND 58103

Steve Diestad
1540 Maurine St.
Billings, MT 59101
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From Page One

Av-Gas Supply
product and stabilizing sup-

plies.

-

McCabe reported that N.D.
and Minnesota work together

'

4.
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on aviation problerns including

the fuel situation. Furthermore

,
states within this region work Less =s,14
means
that
together because
M&14 4 ,
more clout at the federal level
Trade SAAE -v.
The Minnesota
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up of 100 FBOs. McCabe's DOT
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Association, he noted, is made
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NORTH DAKOTA

office works closely with this

group. Aerial sprayers have

another association, and a
number of people belong to
both.

m

Ted Campbell, Lawrence McCabe and Harold Vavra.

believed, he said, the airplane
is a good business and personal
transportation tool. That

Currently DOT staff's a fuel
hotline desk. All FBOs either
low on fuel or out of fuel are

Of that 175 million gallons goes
to major carriers. Thirty goes
to general aviation needs and

this about eight million of those
recorded and updated on a dai- department is dedicated to is
a gallons are av-gas. The rest is
fuel
adequate
and
concept
ly basis.
jet fuel.
key.
be
On the morning McCa
spoke to the NDAA convention
six FBOs in Minnesota were
close to being out of fuel. Two

By working with fuel suppliers, he noted, sometimes
there can be a shifting of loads

Jet fuel use has gone up, McCabe reported, while av-gas has
dropped. Of importance to the

rs is the fact
expected delivery soon and four to where the need is most state and taxpaye
an improvide
sales
that these
were limiting sale of the re- critical.
revenue.
tax
of
source
portant
called
was
DOT
1979
During
maining supply.
AOPA national

This information is logged on upon to help with spot · John Baker,
the fuel
a recording so the public will agricultural aerial spray fuel president, told McCabe
priorione
number
the
is
supply
know where av-gas is not supply problems.
study for this
of
problem
ty
205
uses
annually·
state
The
available.
The Minn. DOT has long million gallons of aviation fuel. organization in 1980.
AOPA is looking into ex-

periments in modifying unleaded motor fuel for use as av-gas.

NATIONAL
-

AVIATION UNDERWRITERS

This could be a solution to the

supply problem.

Texaco reported it is also

106king into this as a possible

solution and this is encourag-

ing, McCabe stated.
One thing NDAA members

should be looking at, according

NATIONAL GENERAL INSURANCE CO.
NATIONAL INSURANCE UNDERWRITERS

RICHARD (DICK) KUKLOCK

av-gas going. to $2 per gallon.

How will all this affect your

business?

In asking this of sbme pilots,
McCabe reported, they

responded by pointing out that

ownership of a plane is a Iarge
ion
investment and that operat

includes other high costs. So $2.

AGENT
7600 BASS LAKE ROAD
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55428

to McCabe, is the probability of

(612) 533-2264

RES: (612) 425-2866

gas is only an incidental cost.
Others with less of an investment in aviation may well be
more selective and reduce ~
Continued on Next Page
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pleasure and recreational flying, limiting it to transportation

only.

The rising cost of fuel will

rels of crude daily fof a finished
production of 2.5 million
gallons.
Last year 15,000 barrels of

Vavra says, are that the supply
of crude oil from western North
Dakota is increasing.
Recently the Mandan

the

projects in order to double its

create an ever-increasing de- that daily supply of crude came refinery underwent expansion
mand for more fuel efficient

planes, he continued.

from

Canada.

Today

refinery is using 100 percent production of no lead ovdr a
year ago.

-

Another development might

N.D. crude.

FBOs as business operators

out of the state. All indications,

One side note, Vavra pointed
well be increased plane rentals
The Williston basin is producis that it requires more
out,
per
crude
of
barrels
100,000
ing
canbut
fly
to
love
who
those
by
not justify owning a plane.
day and about 40,000 per day go

will have to be more innovative

Continued on Next Page

in the '8Os, McCabe suggested,

as fuel prices increase and supplies tighten.
The Executive Director of
NATA, he noted, predicts' a

critical shortage of av-gas in

JAMESTOWN
AVIATION, INC.
CESSNA SKYHAWK

1980. At the March NATA annual meeting one entire after-

noon will be devoted to this
problem.

One result, NATA is sug-

gesting, will be a drop in the
number of FBOs, especially the
small operators.

This development would be of
real concern, McCabe stressed.
The aviation industry has been

working to develop a transportation fuel supply system
throughout the United States,

one that allows a private plane
to be a viable transportation
vehicle.
A decrease in FBOs might

well mean that private plane
flights might be limited to major destinations where fuel is
available.

Vavra told the group part of
the problem is that North
Dakota is at the end of the avgas pipeline. It arrives in Min-

neapolis by barge and is then
trucked here.

->

Other supply

sources are also limited in
transportation options.

North Dakota consumes four

million gallons of av-gas a year.

The total market of North,
South Dakota and Minnesota

probably only accounts for 16
million gallons.

Seeking solutions, Vavra and
NDAA ExecutiVe» Secretary
Jack Daniels approached the
local Amoco refiriery at.Man-

dan to ascertain interest in
local refining.
Vavra presented some in-

teresting figures on the Mandan refinery operation. That

refinery processes 59,000 barFebruary 1980
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1976 CESSNA 182 11

1979 PIPER TOMAHAWK

1586 TT, 50 SMOH, 2-KX-1708'S, KMA 20
Audio Panel W/3 LMB, KR 86 ADF, KT 76A

160 TT, KX·1708, KT-78 X-ponder, Pitot
Heat, Post Lights, ELT, Brown/White, Tan
Interior. N2589C NDH
$

x·ponder, GS, EGT, Carb, Air Temp., LH

Articulating Seat, T·Windows, Quick Drain.
Winter Kit, RH Hinged Window, LR Fuel,
20OA-Pilot, NDH, Aug. Annual. Green /
White, Green Interior. N9886M

$32,500.00
1977 MOONEY 201
320 TTSN, 2-KX·1708'S, KMA-20, Audlo
Panel W/3 LMB, KR 85 ADF, KT 76A Xponder, Cent. 11 A/Pilot with coupler, Elect.
Trim, KN-62 DME, Encoding Alt., EGT,
Strobes, GSP, NDH, Sept. Annual,
Blue/White, Blue Leather Interior. N201VK

$51,500.00
1977 PIPER LANCE
~ne,W~3 LMBK. ~S,7~T'~6 XK~nder, KN·65
DME, It I B A/Pilot w/couplers, Conference
Seating, EGT, LR Fuel, Tinted Windows,
Elect. Trim, HO Brakes & Tires, Sound
Prooling, GSP, New Annual, .NDH, One
Owner, Brown/Gold, Brown Indian Interior.
N5661 F

$59,500.00

1977 PIPER LANCE
505 TTSN, Narc-6 IFR Package, DME 190,
Ill C A/pilot, Executive Group, Deluxe
Conference, GSP, Sound Proofing, Tinted

Windows, HD Brakes & Tires, LR Fuel,
NDH, Gold/Red/White, Red Interior. N3NB.

$63,500.00
1979 CESSNA 172 11
491 TTSN, 300 Nav/Com, 400 G.S., 300 ADF,
300 X-ponder, 400 MB, RH Hinged Window,
Rear Seat Vents, Hobbs, Courtesy Lights,
GSP, LR Tanks, NDH, Winter Kit, LH Ar
ticulating Seat, New Annual, Green /
Tan/White, Green Int. N2487E NOH

$ Call Us

1979 CESSNA 152 11
170 TTSN, 720 Nav/Com, Quick Drain, GSP,
Tinted Windows, Hobbs, Brown/White,
Brown Interior. N47300 NDH

$15,900.00
1978 CESSNA 182 RG Il
990 TT, 720 Nav/Com, GS, 300 ADF, 300 Xponder, 200 A/pilot, Post Lights, Courtesy
Lights, Rear Seat Vents, Hobbs, RH Hinged
Window, Winter Kit, Marker Beacons,
Blue/White, Blue Interior. N7369X NOH

$45,000.00

Call Us

1980 PIPER ARCHER 11
68TT, KX-1708, KN75 GS, KMA 20 Audio
Panel, KR 86 ADF, KT·78, X·ponder,

Executive Interior, Strobes, GSP, EGT,
1118 A/pilot, Sound Proofing, OH Vents,
Tinted Windows, Black/Gold/White, Gold
Interior. N8114H NDH

$43,500.00

1970 PIPER NAVAJO B
3300 TT, 1050 SMOH, L&R, 2·KX·1708's, KR
85 ADF, KT·76 X ponder, 190 DME, KNX 40
Radar, 11 IC A/pilot with couplers, GS, C.
Pilot Instruments, C. Pilot Brakes, Cabin
Divider, Executive Tables L & R, Toilet &

~unAe~* Pull ' DEICE. WHJ;d wmdshle;M
Stobe, 8 Seats, Nov. Annual. Blue/Red /
While, Red Interior, N DH N6647L

$125,000.00
1979 PIPER AZTEC

$165,000.00

2 - 1978 BRAVES 375
150 TT Each, Hi Density Combo Less
Spreader, Side Load (Both), Spray System
Shut Off, Spray System Suction Strainer,

Nav & Strobe Lights, Landing & Taxi Lights,
Inst. Lights, Cabin Heater, Aux. Power
Recep, Left Step, Assist Handle, NDH,
Red/White, Like New -

$62,500.00

1978 AG CAT
450 HP, FTO, 20 Hrs., B Model High Density

Combo. 80 gal fuel. 12 volt. side load, Nav
Lights, APU, In Line Strainer. Pilot Cool

seat

$71,500.00

1978 AG CAT
525 HP, 80 TT, 8 Model, High Density
Combo, 80 gal fuel, 12 volt, Side Lcad, Nav
Lights, In Line Strainer, Pilot Cool Seat,

Spreader.

$67,000.00

JAMESTOWN AVIATION, INC.
Post Office Box 427

Jamestown, North Dakota 58401

PIPER PAWNEE BRAVE

RELATIVE WIND

,

245 TTSN, King Silver Crown, Flight
Director, HSI, 25 Amp, ELT. EGT. Aux.
Fuel Tanks, Wing Insp. Lights, Tinted
Windows, Encoding Allimeter, KN 65 w/Kl
266 Ind, DME, KA 58 DME Hold Switch,
Red/Gold/Black, Black Interior. NDH
N 251OM

Phone 701-252-2150
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energy to produce no lead gas.
It

would

cost

Amoco . $2

case .shortage is created by

million to set up a distribution product when it is available.
system for av-gas in North
Dakota plus the cost of modify-

ing the refinery.

While a market study on the

In this state the annual consumption of motor fuel is about
490 million gallons. Av-gas consumption in the 50 states hits

issue was forwarded to the the same figure.
main office, the local Amoco office did not offer much
encouragement for such an

idea.

Rather, Vavra continued, the

The distribution problems for
av-gas are severe, Vavra
pointed out. On top of that jet
fuel to major carriers is a mass
market with a delivery per

local refinery management month of 1 billion 100 million
thinks industry should be mov- gallons monthly.
All of this points out the
ing to develop an aviation
engine that can burn unleaded necessity of the aviation ingas. Then aviation could tap in-

to that supply.

In the summer of 1979, Vavra

dustry to work with suppliers
toward finding a stable supply
and solutions to problems.
McCabe reported that FBOs

reported, many suppliers
would only deliver a tank load in his state are considering forof av-gas at a time. Some FBOs

ming into a cooperative. There

tanker and lost delivery. In that

$2.5

lack facilities to handle a

could buy that facility; pur-

lack of storage to accept the ,chase av-gas when available;

is a bulk farm on the market for
million.

A

cooperative

store it and use it as needed.

Executive Secretary Jack
Daniels summed up the key
problems fa cing NDAA
members in the immediate
future. He cited the first one as
the need to take into account
the $2. per gallon price in making business plans. Secondly
FBO operators and those involved in the air. taxi business

might well start thinking about
this overall problem as it

relates to their long range plan-

ning.

In the question and answer
period, Koval responded that

the critical difference between
motor

and

fuel

volatility and octane.

av-gas

is

Pilots should resist the im-

,.

pulse to use unleaded gas, he
cautioned. The country is divid-

ed by fuel companies into
geographic

areas.

-

Unleaded

gas varies as to volatility by
Mmm CHEMICAL & FERTILIZER CORPORATION
~~~/

Another difference is that

unleaded gas is less stable than
av-gas. Av-gas can be stored for

T. E. 'TED" WHITMORE - 616/382-6689

long periods.

P. O. Box 2473 - Kalamazoo, MI 49003

While unleaded gas is close to

MILLER CHEMICALS DISTRIBUTED BY:
OSTLUND CHEMICALCO.
WILBUR-ELLISCO.

CASTLE CHEMICAL CO.

region within the country due to
weather, altitude, etc.

av-gas in octane, he noted, it is
not, in other properties which
are needed in aviation gas.

MINTO FERTILIZER CO.

Eventually, Koval predicted,

YOU CAN COUNT ON

->

However, he pointed out, the in-

dustry has to realize that many
many planes with engines using
av-gas will be out there
performing for years · and
years. "We can't just scrap all

For The Products
You Need To Control
Noxious Weeds

,

an engine will be developed
which can use unleaded gas.

those engines."
Continuing,

he · cautioned'

against using gasohol in planes.

While it has a higher octane, be

wary, he advised, of the fact the
alcohol could cause problems in
airplane engines.

Tordon controls Leafy
Spurge, Canada Thistle,
Field Bindweed, and

Daniels suggested, "Maybe it

many other tough-to-kill
weeds.

is time for our industry to get
into the overall political arena
on

Look to Dow !

La rry M. Wee
1621 Baron Blvd.
Grand Forks, ND 58201
701-775-3671

Page 6
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this

issue.

Deregulating

motor gasoline is one solution
even though it is unpopular."

For Effective, Dependable Control Of Noxious Weeds,

Developing of a product that

can be added to motor gas on
site to make it into acceptable
av-gas is another area the in-

Robin Merrill
1338 10th Ave. So.
Fargo, ND 58103
701-293-8161

Continued on Next Page
February 1980
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dustry should be looking at, he

3

stressed.

In backgrounding the issue,
Daniels noted the conversion to

,%%

no lead gas as a main motor
fuel is part of the overall situa-

:.

9'*427

*h...#.,

C'

,-1.

1

tion. This conversion was done

to ease pollution. It put the

burden on the petroleum industry of carrying the anti
pollution battle cost of converting to production of no lead gas.

Mt

4./ -ali

That was done rather than

'

have the auto industry develop
an engine to burn lead gas with

. I

IN

b

4

no pollution. The auto industry

,

sidestepped that investment
cost.
Discussing allocation
tems, Texaco said

El

systhe

records show more need.

- 1 9 -

., .«, 0. f t.f

:21'
30./
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Receives plague - Bob Woods is honored.

history of purchase and use by
dealers helps to regulate supply. Dealers automatically get
more fuel in months when

I

NDAA Past President and
delegate to the national board
Bob Woods received a plague
for his record of outstanding

service to NDAA. The plague
was presented to Bob by Executive Secretary Jack Daniels
at the recent NDAA convention,

Overall, the panel agreed as

the cost of energy goes up the
consumer will become more
selective in using it. This frees

the overall energy supply for
must type use.

Increased Government Retfulation Sunested

Could Spell Doom For Aerial Sprayers

The end solution may well

Recently the FAA and EPA
have to be a single product that
can meet a variety of needs received petitions from the
"Friends of The Earth" to
when additives are added to it.
tighten regulations and suDerVavra had the last word vision of aerial sprayers by
... one of realistic common both of these bodies,
sense as people moan over
These regulations would rethe high cost of fuel. Today, he

quire a 1,000 foot buffer strip;

gallon at the well head in N.D.
to bring the oil in and it still has

landowners and a point system
for infractions, similar to the

reported, it costs 85 cents per written permission of adjoining
to be manufactured, distri- system used
buted, sold, etc.
licenses.

-4

on

driver's

Allied Industry
Membership Application

The proposal is a complex

one and is included in this
Relative Wind as an insert. If

passed, as proposed, aerial

sprayers might as well tie down

spray planes permanently.

Read that insert. Contact
your elected officials, both

state and federal level. and ex-

press your opinions. Addresses
for the FFA and EPA are in-

cluded in all editorial in the
Relative Wi'nd on this topic.

Date

National Agricultural Aviation Association
Suite 459

- 1--4**5

A.~A.44

National Press Building
Washington, D.C. 20045

We recognize the importance of NAAA to the agricultural aviation operator. the direct and indirect benefits to our

business resulting from NAAA's services, and wish toadd oursupport to NAAA through Allied Industry Membership.

We enclose our check f6r tax-deductible dues, for one calendar year, computed as follows: Our business is (Check
one):

O lto 10 employees
$165.00 O il to 50 employees...................... $245,00
O 51 to 100 employees..................... $330.00 0 Over 100 employees
$480.00
Person to be on Mailing List:

Company Name
Street or P.O. Box ...........

City
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USDA Awards
Contract For Aerial
Transportation
Device
WASHINGTON, Jan. 23-The
U.S. Department of Agriculture

has awarded a contract to
begin construction of an experimental aircraft called the
"Heli-Stat," an aerial trans-

portation device for moving

heavy loads, Agriculture
Secretary Bob Bergland an-

~ Editorial:

Needed: Some Common Sense
By Patricia J. Estes

Enclosed with Relative Wind this month is a copy of pro-

posed new rules governing aerial applicators as petitioned by
the "Friends of the Earth" to FAA and EPA.
This petition and proposal is really part of an overall

situation that is the accelerating trend in this country to solve
any problem, big or small, with a new set of regulations and
resulting penalties for any infraction.
At the rate we are going we may be creating an entirely

new professional field... that of regulation writer, enforcer,
reviser,'etc.

I ' arh sure that the members of the "Friends of the
Earth" are well intentioned. However, I happen to think that
since we ALL inhabit this planet Earth, it behooves ALL of us
to be friends of the earth... note the smallletters. Iam NOT

nounced today.

advocating that we all join this formal organization.

a large, dirigible-like balloon
with four helicopters attached.

ble in charting the future of the aviation industry.

The Heli-Stat is composed of

It could be used for unloading

ships where no harbors exist,
for transporting large loads
that could not be moved over
roads or for fighting fires in-or
removing logs from environmentally-sensitive areas where
roads should not be built.
Piasecki Aircraft Corp. of
Philadelphia, Pa., will handle

the first phase of construction.

The Heli-Stat is to be com-

pleted within two years and

cost $10 'million, said Bergland.
If construction is successful,
the Heli-Stat will be tested for

three years removing logs from
what is now considered inaccessible terrain.
"We

expect

most

of

the

development costs to be offset
by the sale of logs that will be
removed from national forests

in the Pacific Northwest during

the testing phase for his air-

craft," Bergland said.
"The Heli-Stat could help

salvage the yearly accumulation of a billion board feet of
diseased and fire-damaged
timber from national forests
before it becomes unusable,"
Bergland said.

I AM advocating some other actions. One of those activities is for NDAA members to become more vocal and visi-

connected in any way with the aerial application industry are
not true friends of the earth.

Wise use of pesticides when needed helps feed the world.
Agriculture today, perhaps, is the most productive industry

in the United States and U.S. agriculture may be the most

productive industry in the world.

Part of that productivity is linked to the proper use of

chemicals.

I also am not naive enough to believe that no abuse of
chemical application by aerial sprayers exists. We all know

it probably does.

One of the purposes of NDAA and the national organiza-

tion to upgrade its members' knowledge in this field; to
police its members; to promote aviation safety.

More than that NDAA and the national organization are-

actively involved in working for legislation of constructive
guidelines for needed new legislation in many facets of aviation, including aerial spraying.

The proposed regulation changes are an overkill, rather ~
like using a machine gun to kill a housefly. If passed, these

regulations or any patterned after them, would surely .
strangle the aerial application industry and hurt American

agriculture.

The American consumer always pays for over regulation
in the end. In this case, the pay off would be at the grocery

store check-out.

Under this proposal the FAA and EPA would gain increased jurisdiction over aerial applicators. FAA would

move from concern with safety to policing aerial application
activities.
It is evident those who suggest these changes do NOT

understand the time frame a farmer faces when confronted

with a pending crop loss. The decision sometimes is to spray

now or lose it all.

By the time the proper papers and authorization, as pro-

posed, were signed, the farmer would no longer need to have
Continued on Next Page
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And if you know someone who is involved in North
aviation but is not a member of NDAA, recruit that
Dakota
.
person TODAY.
I have to state I resent any implication that those of us
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the crop sprayed. He could plow it under.
For those members of NDAA who are not aerial ap-

plicators, they should also be concerned because this is
another example of creeping over-regulation of aviation.

Join NDAA
Are you a current paid up
member of NDAA? If not, why
not? NDAA is the state

And while the aviation industry may successfully fight

organization working for the
aviation industry.

Keeping aware of this regulation treadmill is a must for
survival. NDAA membership will help you do this.
For now, while I don't pretend to be an expert in this
field, I suggest certain steps be taken regarding this specific
set of proposed regulations.
First read them over. Second submit,comments on or
before April 17 in duplicate to: Federal Aviation Administration Office of the Chief Counsel. Attention: Rules Docket N.
19448, 800 Independence Ave. SW., Washington, D.C. 20591
and to Environment Protection Agency, Room 447 East
Tower, 401 M. St., SW., Washington, D.C. 20460.
Next write your elected officials on the state and federal
level. Include letters to the State Commissioner of
Agriculture and Agriculture Secretary Bob Bergland. Let

needed state legislation or to
speak out on issues that affect
the aviation industry.

Then, don't be one of those.who gripe without offering
solutions. Ideas are needed from you on how to best police the
aviation aerial spraying industry. What regulations could be

What's that saying? If you

off this set of proposed regulations, another of some kind will
follow behind... and another, and another, and another.

them know your feelings on this issue.

NDAA is ready to lobby for

NDAA belongs to the national

association and provides

a

voice in Washington for you.
Aviation is facing some

critical issues... fuel, increasing regulations, problems
caused by spiraling inflation.
NDAA provides a voice for

members facing these issues.
NDAA

actively

solutions. .

researche5

,

are not part of the solution, you
are part of the problem?

workable and achieve sensible safety and protection goals
for all citizens of this country?

<

Do some creative thinking and forward the result to

NDAA.
AIRCRAFT ON INVENTORY AT

EXECUTIVE AIR TAXI CORPORATION

/~~

1965 260 COMANCHE

1980 NAVAJO CHIEFTAIN
Exterior: Baia yellow/Ocala orange/Dark blue, Interior: Blue Leather,
KTS 1·31 Radio Group, KNS - BO RNAV, KFC · 200 AP/FD, Yaw Damper,
Full De·ice. Ground Recognition Lights, Fwd. St6rage Cabinets, Co-pilot
Inst. Group, RDR · 160 Radar, United Encoder, Ground Clearance
Switch, Air conditioning, Heavy Duty Brakes, Prop Syncrophaser. Aft
Vanity/Toilet, Oxygen System, MANY, MANY MORE OPTIONS!

,jicator

1978 PIPER TOMAHAWK

1976 SENECA H
Exterior: Juneau White/Green/Gold, Interior: Green, 1270 Total Time,
KX 1708 NAV's, KR 86 ADF, KT 76 TSO Transponder, Narco 195 DME,

KMA 20 TSO Comm Panel, Allimatic IlIC Auto·Pilot, Dual EGT'S, Pitot
Heal, Annunciator Panel, Electric Trim, Glide Slope, Prop De-Ice, Dual
VOR's, PLUS MUCH MORE!

1979 PIPER TURBO LANCE
Exterior: Juneau White/Matador Red/Las Vegas Gold/Royal Blue,
Interior: Blue, 225 Total Time, KX 1708 NAV's, KR 86 ADF, KT 76A
Transponder, KMA 20 TSO DME. Altimatic IliC Comm. Panel. Electric
Trim, Dual VOR's, Dual Localizers, Glide Slope, TAS Indicator, EGT,
Marker Beacons, Annunciator Panel.

1979 PIPER DAKOTA

Exterior: While/Red/Blue,Interior: Red, Total Time · 4312, Narco Mark
17 NAV's, Bendix·ADF T 12C ADF, Narco VAT·1 vHF Transponaer.
Narco UDI 4 DME, Narco,Comm. Panel, Autocont/01 11 Auto pilot, Pitot
heat. EGT. Localizer. VOR. Glide Slope. Marker Beacons. TAS In

Exterior: White/Blue, Interior: Blue, KX 1708 NAV, KT 78A Tran
sponder. Electric Clock, Pitot Heal, vOR, TAS Indicator. Strobes. Naroc

ELT 10.

1980 PA-28RT-200 ARROW IV
T·Tail. ITS N 115 Hour August 80 Annual. Nav. Comm. Dual RX 1708 with
Glidescopeand Loc, ADF KR86. Transponder KT78A, Auto Control IlIB
KMA70 Audio Panel with MRK BCN, Price - $63,000·00

L» .

1980 PA-28-161 WARRIOR
TTSN· 750 August 80 Annual, Nav. Comm., KX

1708. Transponder

KT78A, Price - $34,000.00

.

Exterior: Juneau White/Madrid Red/Bahama Blue, Interior: Light Blue
Crushed velvet, 54 Total Time, King KX 1708 NAV'S, King KT 76A
Transponder, King 20 TSO Comm. Panel, Auto Control 111 B/Omni
Coupler, Electric Trim, EGT, Head Phone Jack for Mike and Phones.

1980 PA-28-161 WARRIOR

1979 PIPER ARCHER 11

1977 PA-28R-201T TURBO ARROW

Exterior: Juneau While/Madrid Red/Las Vegas gold, Interior': Gold,
Total Time - 273, KX 1708 NAV, KT 78A Transponder, Autocontrol lIB
Auto·pilot, Pitot heat. Annunciator Panel, EGT; TAS Indicator, VOR.
Strobes.

TT 1111· Sh·O· 170, Comm. Narco 118 720 Ch., Narco 11A 720 Ch., Nav.,
Narc.0 177, Narco 171, ADF Narco 140, MKR BCN & Glidescope, Tran
sponder AT 50A. Auto Control 1118, Price - $43.000.00

TTSN: 250 August 80 Annual. Nav. Comm., KX

1708, Transponder

KT78A, Price - 534.000.00

EXECUTIVE AIR TAXI CORP.
Box 2273
701-258-5024
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Complete This Survey Today To Help Insure Your Aviation Fuel Needs

I

1

~

ESTIMATED 1980 AVIATION FUEL' NEEDS FOR AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES
A.

Aerial Applicator

Company:
Contact (name):
Address:
City, state, zip code:
Phone number:
Total fuel storage capacity:
Type:
Type:

B.

1

Quantity:
Quantity:

Local Fuel Supplier (s)
Company:

1

·

I

,

Contact (name):
Address:
City, state, zip code:
Phone number:
Refiner (e.g. Exxon, Mobil, Chevron, etc.):
Type of fuel purchased:
Total gallons annually:
(If you use'more than one supplier, provide the above

f

1

information for each additional source on attached sheet.)
C.

Estimate your total 1980 aviation fuel needs as follows:

GALLONS

TOPAL
TYPE OF FUEL

1st Qtr.

2nd Qtr..

3rd Qtr.

4th Qtr.

YEAR

1.
2.

3.
D.

Indicate the total number of agricultural aircraft you operate

annually:
Manufacturer & Model

1

1.
2.

1

3.
4.

Horsepower

Annual Hours Usage

1

1

V.

-71=11

7.
8.
9.

10.
Return completed form by February 25, 1980 to:
National Agricultural Aviation Association
National Press'Building - Suite 459
Washington, D.C. 20045
1

When necessary, use additional paper to provide NAAA with all the
information requested above. Be certain to include your name and

1
~

address on all attachments.
--
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